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ABSTRACT 

COROLA stands for the computational COrpus of contemporary 

ROmanian LAnguage (referring to the period after the 2nd World 

War) and is designed to include both written and spoken forms of 

the language. To record and search the huge quantity of electronic 

resources that make up the Corpus, metadata for describing the 

linguistic content are needed. Metadata are also essential for 

organizing the way in which the corpus will be processed and are 

the primary support for different types of statistics. Only a small 

part of the metadata in our corpus is automatically generated, 

while the majority of elements should still be added manually. 

Our paper presents the process of filling in the metadata that 

describe the primary documents, simultaneously with cleaning the 

data, the platform supporting these operations in an interactive 

and collaborative manner, and the current stage of our project.  

COROLA is a project started in 2014, as a collaboration between 

two institutes of the Romanian Academy: the “Mihai Drăgănescu” 

Romanian Academy Center for Artificial Intelligence in 

Bucharest (RACAI) and the Institute of Computer Science, 

Romanian Academy, Iași Branch (ICS).  

By the end of the project, in 2017, the corpus will have a 

collection of 500 million words of written texts and 300 hours of 

speech records. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

• Applied computing~Document management 

Keywords 

Text and speech, metadata, reference corpus, Romanian language, 

interface for acquiring linguistic. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Languages are the best carriers of our cultures. Curating 

languages is as important as keeping alive the material remains of 

the past. Texts transmit knowledge on more channels: first there is 

the content, the explicit message they contain, then there is the 

implicit use of the language, the performance of the language in 

the individual usage of writers and speakers, and finally texts 

encode personal traits about authors. Of all these facets, important 

for the study of languages is the second channel. Corpora try to 

make explicit this very channel, by concentrating extracts of 

language in well-determined conditions that evaporate the content 

and, to a certain extend, the idiosyncrasies of style particular 

writers/speakers. Corpora represent just one category of linguistic 

electronic resources, that, when properly organised, are perfect 

tools for the study of languages in both written and spoken forms. 

They can be used not only for observing the language evolution in 

time, but are perfect benchmarks for research, for education and 

for public access. 

Corpora are generally designed “with particular purposes in mind, 

and are often assembled to be, informally speaking, representative 

of some language or text type.” [17]. Following this definition, a 
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corpus should include representative selections of text. Some of 

their features are underlined by Dash (2005) [12], who considers 

that a corpus should be: 

- Compatible to the access initiated by man and computer; 

- Operational in research and application; 

- Representative for a language or a variety of it; 

- Possible of being processed by both man and machine; 

- Unlimited, concerning the amount of data; 

- Systematic both in form and representation. 

Our corpus, called COROLA (for computational COrpus of 

contemporary ROmanian LAnguage) refers to the period after the 

2nd World War and is designed to include both written and spoken 

forms of the language. It intends to be a mirror of the cultivated 

Romanian language in both written and spoken forms, large 

enough to include, along with significant contexts, the greatest 

part of the Romanian vocabulary. It is designed to be useful to all 

categories of interested users: researchers working on Romanian 

language, computational linguistics, learners of Romanian as a 

foreign language, teachers and students. At the end of the project, 

COROLA should include samples from a broad range of domains 

and styles in order to achieve the representativeness of our 

language. 

Models for our project are corpora around the world which 

include at least 100 million words, such as: British National 

Corpus (BNC)1, Mannheim German National Corpus2, Corpus of 

Contemporary American English (COCA) [13]3, Russian National 

Corpus4, Polish National Corpus (NKJP)5, Czech National Corpus 

(CNC) [15; 16]6, Hungarian National Corpus (HNC)7, Reference 

Corpus of Contemporary Portuguese (CRPC)8, Bulgarian National 

Corpus (BulNC)9, Croatian National Corpus (HNK)10.  

In building COROLA (under development at the moment of 

writing this paper), much attention is given to the intellectual 

property rights (IPR). The law prohibits to detain any collection of 

language data (oral and written) without the written accept from 

publishing houses, editorial offices, media channels and 

individual authors, whoever would be their owners by law. This 

                                                                    

1 The British National Corpus, version 3 (BNC XML Edition). 

2007. Distributed by Oxford University Computing Services on 

behalf of the BNC Consortium, accessible at: 

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/   
2 See: IDS. 1991-2010. COSMAS I/II Corpus Search, 

Management and Analysis System. Mannheim: Institut für 

Deutsche Sprache. http://www.ids-mannheim. de/cosmas2/ and: 

IDS. 2010. Deutsches Referenzkorpus / Archiv der Korpora 

geschriebener Gegenwartssprache 2010-I (Release vom 

02.03.2010). Mannheim: Institut für Deutsche Sprache. 

http://www.ids-mannheim.de/kl/projekte/korpora/archiv.html. 
3 Available online at http://www.americancorpus.org/  
4 http://ruscorpora.ru/  
5 http://nkjp.pl/index.php?page=0&lang=1  
6 http://www.czech-language.cz/korpus/korpus.html 
7 http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz/index_eng.html 
8 http://www.clul.ul.pt/en/resources/183-reference-corpus-of-

contemporary-portuguese-crpc  
9 http://metashare.ibl.bas.bg/repository/browse/bulgarian-national-

corpus/817c127064aa11e281b65cf3fcb88b705d83aefb9d21409

dbaf029c8dddcce00/ 
10 http://www.hnk.ffzg.hr/cnc.htm 

preoccupation has encumbered a great deal of effort from our 

side. To convince the legal owners of language data to donate 

their texts and speech recordings, awareness seminars have been 

organized, in Bucharest – by our colleagues at RACAI, and in Iași 

– by ourselves, in which the reasons to have a big corpus was 

explained and examples of running corpora were demoed. This 

endeavour produced unexpected positive results, in all more than 

20 entities declaring their willingness to offer their linguistic data 

for being included in COROLA. 

Some characteristics of our corpus are as follows: 

- it will be representative – as it will contain all literary 

genres (prose, poetry, theatrical plays, scientific texts, 

journalistic texts, etc.) and will cover a large number of 

domains (politics, humanities, theology, medicine, etc.) 

- it will represent the contemporary form of the Romanian 

language – as it will include only texts and voices from 

1945 up to the present time, divided in two sub-periods: 

before and after 1990 – marking thus possible to confine 

the changes in language occasioned by the Romanian 

revolution [2; 3]; 

- it will be composite – as it will incorporate a collection of 

distinct texts and speech records, each component being 

either a complete document or including only parts of a 

document (printed or recorded); all speech data will be 

doubled by their orthographic transcription (not 

phonologic) [14], as a first step for further processing the 

raw acoustic data;  

- it is open to become a monitoring corpus – if its expansion 

will continue after the completion of the project with 

constant addition of texts and recordings; 

- it will contain metadata – as for each included text and 

speech file a form describing relevant information is filled 

in; 

- it will be annotated – as on top of the primary linguistic 

data, a number of linguistic levels of information will be 

automatically or manually marked; 

- it will be upgradable – the quality of complementary 

annotations could be enhanced in time, any time more 

accurate processors will appear; 

- it will be open – therefore freely accessible to the public, 

after its completion; 

- it ill be characterised by restricted access – in the sense 

that extracts longer than a sentence will not be available 

for retrieval (this way observing the restrictions imposed 

by the IPR law and the editorial contracts). 

2. METADATA IN COROLA 

2.1 What is Metadata? 
Metadata represents standardized information blocks attached to 

primary documents, recording the genres and domains, authors, 

editors and places of publication, etc. – if they refer to texts, or 

recording conditions, ages and genders of the speakers, etc. – if 

referring to speech. The main condition for considering a text file 

as a primary document in COROLA was the authorship and the 

cohesiveness of the content. For instance, in the process of 

inclusion in the corpus, a magazine is split into as many 

documents as articles it contains, because each article has distinct 

authors and is cohesive in subject or theme. The same applies to 

edited books or encyclopaedic collections of articles, where each 



chapter/article represents a document. In the case of collections of 

poems and anthologies, each poem is considered a separate 

document, even if they could have the same author, for 

cohesiveness reasons. 

Metadata can be used in the process of retrieval, allowing the user 

to restrict the search query. „Metadata is the key to ensuring that 

resources will survive and continue to be accessible into the 

future‟11.  

2.2 The Structure of Metadata 
 

 

Figure 1. The thematic structure of COROLA. 

For compatibility with similar linguistic resources, the agreement 

between IIT and RACAI, our partner, was that metadata in our 

corpus will be represented according to the CMDI standard 

(Component MetaData Infrastructure), proposed in CLARIN12 

and further used in the META-SHARE platform13. 

The structure of metadata in COROLA is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The fields of document and article metadata 

The fields from 

metadata form 
The contents of the fields 

DocumentTitle 
The document title/[Volume I, vol. 

I:The volume title] 

Authorname The author/authors name 

PublicationDate The publication year 

Source 
Publishing House / Journal / 

conference Proceedings 

SourceName The source name 

TranslatorName 

If the author is a Romanian person 

we introduce “-“, otherwise we 

write the translator name 

Medium Written/Oral 

DocumentTextStyle 
Administrative/Imaginative/Journa

listic/Law/Memoirs/Science 

                                                                    

11 

http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.

pdf 
12 http://www.clarin.eu/ 
13 http://www.meta-net.eu/meta-share/index_html 

DocumentTextDomain 
Arts and Culture/ 

Society/Nature/Science 

DocumentTextSubDo

main 
See Table 2 

CollectionDate 
The year when we process the 

document 

SubjectLanguage: 

If the author is a Romanian person 

we introduce Romanian, otherwise 

we introduce the language of the 

author. 

ISSN/ISBN 

Two cases are possible: 

- the document has both a 10-

figures long ISSN/ISBN and 

13-figures long ISSN/ISBN 

=> the 13-figures code is 

chosen; 

- the document has both a 

general ISSN/ISBN and a 

volume‟s ISSN/ISBN => both 

codes are included: general 

code / volume’s code 

 

The list of subdomains of our text are displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2. The list of subdomains 

Domain Subdomain 

Arts&Culture 

Literature/ Art History/ Folklore/ Film/ 

Architecture/ Sculpture/ Painting & 

Drawing/ Design/ Fashion/ Theatre/ Dance/ 

Others 

Society 

Politics/ Law/ Administration/ Economy/ 

Army/ Health/ Sport/ Family/ Gossip/ Social 

Events/ Education/ Social Movements/ 

Tourism/ Religion/ Entertainment/ Others 

Nature 
Environment/ Natural Disasters/ Universe/ 

Natural Resources/ Others 

Science 

Mathematics / Informatics/ Logics/ 

Standards/ Medicine/ Archeology/ 

Engineering/ Architecture/ 

Technics/Technology/ Aeronautics/ 

Agronomy/ Metrology/ Criminalistics/ 

Constructions/ Military Science/ 

Pharmacology/ Enology/ Pedagogy/ 

Geography/ Economy/ History/ Psychology/ 

Sociology/ Ethnology/ Anthropology/ 

Religious Studies and Theology/ Juridical 

Sciences/ Linguistics/ Political Sciences/ 

Philosophy/ Philology/ Biology/ Physics/ 

Astronomy/ Chemistry/ Others 

 

For edited books, ontologies and magazines, all of which contain 

collections of documents, the metadata of each document includes 

two sections: one referring the body, therefore describing the 

volume (see Figure 2) and one referring the specific article or 

chapter or poem. Then, the online interface (as will be seen 

below) gives to the human annotator the articles/chapters of the 

volume in sequence, such that she/he will have to fill in the 

general metadata only once. 



 

Figure 2. The common metadata for magazine/edited book. 

3. THE PROCESS OF METADATA 

ACQUISITION IN COROLA 

3.1 The Boilerplate Removal Process 
To facilitate the process of document acquisition, collaborative 

work and distance interactions (working from home) while 

building COROLA, we created a web-based application. Because 

most of the files we receive from the owners of textual data are in 

the PDF format, therefore including all pagination details that 

have no significance in the corpus, we had to make use of a 

boilerplate removal process [19] that transforms the input PDF 

file into an editable text file in which all formatting is removed. 

This process is carried out using the software package Apache 

PDFBox14 [19]. This software package is able to extract the text 

content of a PDF file, so that we are left with the useful content, 

without images and without any formatting information. 

However, after this phase, headers, footers, footnotes, text inner to 

tables, and text belonging to different columns, sometimes 

shuffled, etc. is also maintained.  

3.2 Cleaning the Textual Data 
Although the accuracy of this phase of format removal is 

generally good, it is also very dependent on the encoding of the 

initial PDF file and, as such, many of the extracted texts have 

content and segmentation problems such as: non-UTF-8 

diacritics15 replaced with other UTF-8 codes, mixing of text 

belonging to different columns, inserted new lines after each row 

of text, etc. To solve some of these issues we had to chain the 

initial boilerplate phase with a second module. This process is 

responsible for the following operations: the non-UTF-8 diacritics 

are replaced with their equivalent UTF-8 codes, newline 

characters that end each row of text are removed, the dash 

characters signalling syllable splitting at the end of rows are 

deleted, headers, footers and page numbers are removed, 

footnotes are marked in an XML notation and moved at the place 

of reference.  

Due to the wide variety of formats of the texts received from 

publishers and authors, the final inspection is left however in the 

responsibility of the human annotator, the only one capable to 

decide that the text is clean. Our preoccupation in this stage of the 

project was double: to build a technology able to ease the human 

intervention and, by this, to speed up this time consuming and 

tedious process, and to include in the corpus clean files in UTF-8 

TXT coding paired with proper metadata. In the following, we 

                                                                    

14 freely available from the Apache foundation 

http://pdfbox.apache.org/ 
15 Romanian diacritics are: ă, Ă, î, Î, ș, Ș, ț, Ț. 

will inventory all operations, mentioning, for each of them, 

whether they are performed automatically or manually: 

A. Removals: 

- books titles, mentions of the author, editors, years of 

publishing and, sometimes, places, etc., as appearing on 

the cover pages –  manually; 

- editors‟ boxes – automatically (by using patterns that 

define common templates); when unambiguous, the 

removed text fills in slots in the metadata; 

- headers (which are repeated on each odd/even page and 

displaying the title of the book/chapter and the author) –  

automatically (by using a collection of patterns); 

- footers, usually displaying page numbers –  automatically 

(by using patterns and exploiting the sequence of the 

numbers); 

- contents and legends of tables and images –  manually; 

- the short extracts or citations in languages other than 

Romanian,  mainly in scientific papers (like abstracts, list 

of keywords) –  manually; 

- formulas from mathematics, physics or chemistry –  

manually; however, references to formulas are left 

unchanged; 

- newline characters at the end of lines –  automatically;  

- dash characters (-) used to split words at the end of lines – 

automatically; however, when the end of line dash 

separates morphemes (as in “m-am”, “aplecându-se”, s-

au” etc.) it is not removed;  

- annexes are not marked with XML tags and are left as 

they are. Only annexes containing tables, images, 

citations, lists of words, are removed – manually. 

B. Replacements. A number of characters are replaced, as for 

instance: 

- diacritics should appear in their standard UTF-8 code, 

irrespective of their coding in the original documents, as 

caused by non-standard character sets –  automatically; 

- non-standard characters resulted from the interpretation of 

bullets in enumerations are replaced with “*” or “-“ –  

automatically. However different levels of enumeration, 

as signalled by indented bullets, are mixed. 

C. Tagging. A number of XML-like tags were introduced to 

mark special sequences: 

- contents are marked with the tag: 

<contents>text</contents> – manually; 

- lists of bibliographical references we marked as 

<reflist>text</reflist>, but we don't mark each individual 

reference – manually; 

- textual citations – manually: 

1. if the citation belongs to a Romanian author: 

<citation author = ”author name”> text 

</citation>; 

2. if the citation belongs to a foreign author: 

<citation author = ”author name” language = 

”author‟s language”>; 

3. if the citation belongs to an unknown author: 

<citation author = ”unknown”> text 

</citation>. 

- on the contrary, reference citations, in any of the formats: 

(author/authors, year) or [#reference] are left unmarked, 



just like in the original and without trying to make any 

explicit link to a reference in the bibliography list; 

- footnotes are marked as <footnote id=”the number of the 

footnote in the PDF file”> text </footnote> (see Figure 3) 

and moved from the bottom of the page to their 

corresponding places of reference in the page – 

automatically; 

 

Figure 3. The annotation example of a footnote. 

- citations appearing in footnotes are not marked; 

- endnotes are left in their places, and only their references 

in the text are marked, as here: <endnote id=”endnote 

number”/> (see Figure 4) – automatically; 

 
Figure 4. Annotation of endnote. 

- lists of endnotes, at the end of the book/article, are 

labelled with: <endnotelist> text </endnotelist>; (see 

Figure 5.); 

 
Figure 5. Annotation of endnotelist. 

- autobiographies, chronologies, introductions, prefaces, 

etc. are not marked; 

- titles of chapters or sections are delimited by a pair of 

Newline characters – manually; 

- some files received from the publishers do not contain the 

full text (to insure that they cannot be reproduced), most 

frequently, entire pages are skipped; in these cases we 

remove the interrupted/truncated sentences before and 

after the missing page, and include the XML tag <gap/>, 

as it can be seen in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Marking a missing text span. 

It is important to mention that all decisions that we have taken 

with respect to these operations were dictated by the ultimate goal 

of COROLA – a corpus of extracts of the Romanian language. 

Therefore, the preoccupation to reproduce the details of the 

discursive content, especially in the scientific genre, as 

encumbered by formulas, tables and images, is secondary to our 

goal and completely discarded. However, the global meaning, the 

impression of cohesion and coherence, has to remain intact. To 

give an example, somebody would know that the author talks 

about a certain object, a formula, for instance, but will not be able 

to recuperate this mathematical notation. Also, a source citation is 

not paired with a bibliographical reference. 

3.3 Operating the Interface 
The COROLA platform16 has a private and a public section. The 

public section contains information of general interest, including 

documentation and publications, while the private section is only 

dedicated to members of the project and contributors, i.e. 

volunteers, who have offered their help for cleaning the data and 

filling in metadata. We designed this interface with our voluntary 

contributors in mind, such as to be easily operated by 

inexperienced people working long distance. It had undergone 

successive updates and enhancements and responds well to the 

actual needs of the project, but its upgrading is still continuing 

[19].  

The process of filing in the metadata of a document has two 

phases: 

1. introduction of the common metadata characterising the 

book (being it a monograph or an edited book), anthology 

or magazine (see Figure 7); 

2. introduction of metadata characterizing each article, for 

edited books, anthologies and magazines. In this phase, 

the majority of fields (characterizing the volume) are 

inherited and only those specific to the article/poem are 

entered (see Figure 8). 

This platform has three functionalities: 

- boilerplate removal and automatic operations for cleaning 

the textual data, integrated in a single step; 

- interface for entering and editing the metadata; 

- editing interface to complete the manual cleaning. 

                                                                    

16 Accessible at http://78.96.45.245/ 



 

Figure 7. The interface for the metadata characterising a 

volume (book, edited book, magazine, anthology). 

 

 
Figure 8. The interface for introducing metadata for an item 

of an edited book. 

 

 

Figure 9. The user interface. 

For each user the application randomly assigns a new document to 

be processed out of those stored in the database in the PDF 

format. However, once assigned to a user, the document remains 

locked to her/his account until it is completed, such that it cannot 

be assigned to a different user. Similarly, a user cannot pass to a 

different file until the work on the currently assigned file is not 

completed. 

Figure 9 displays the interface. The boilerplate and automatic 

cleaning phases are launched when opening a new PDF file. Then 

the interface opens the two editing functionalities: for filling in the 

metadata and for cleaning the text. 

As can be seen in Figure 9, the interface displays 3 columns: on 

the left side the user sees the original PDF file, on the middle 

window – the text obtained after the machine intervention, 

grouping boilerplate removal and automatic cleaning, together 

with the common metadata characterising the whole volume, and 

the right window is the editing window, in which the user copy-

pastes the chapter/poem/article text and makes her/his own 

cleaning and annotation interventions. Under the editable text, the 

form containing metadata fields of this specific item is displayed. 

This way, the common metadata, specific to the entire volume (in 

the example: an edited book with several chapters) is entered only 

once and the specific metadata, specific to each item in the 

volume (in this example: the chapters), is attached to the 

corresponding text span. After the middle form is completed, the 

volume metadata is saved and the user can proceed to fill in the 

metadata specific to a particular item and clean the corresponding 

text. These operations will create a pair of files: an XML file 

containing the volume+article‟s metadata and the associated 

cleaned text. Both are saved in the database. The interface then 

brings in the following chapter/article and the process is repeated 

until the completion of all articles. The user has the full 

responsibility to decide which of the chapters/articles in a volume 

to include and which to skip. 

Each time a document is finalised, the user randomly receives 

another unprocessed volume from the repository. 

4. THE CURRENT STAGE OF THE 

CORPUS 
Until the date this paper was submitted (middle April 2015), more 

than 20 Romanian publishing houses and a Canadian one 

(publishing in Romanian) have agreed to contribute to the 

development of COROLA with written texts. Similarly, two 

national broadcasting channels have established collaboration 

protocols with the two research institutes that are responsible for 

building the corpus, agreeing to cede voice records (in one case 

also doubled by textual transcripts). 

The figures below present some statistics over the corpus. Figure 

10 shows the register (style) of the processed documents: the great 

majority till now is represented by scientific texts, followed by 

imaginative, journalistic, administrative, memoirs, etc. Finally, 

Figure 11 shows in more detail the number of words processed so 

far per sub-domains, out of a total of 15 million, which is growing 

continuously. 



 

Figure 10. The registers of the texts. 

 

 

Figure 11. Number of words per sub-domains. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STEPS 
In this paper we presented a moment in the elaboration work of 

COROLA, the Computational Corpus of Contemporary Romanian 

Language, a very ambitious project of the Romanian Academy. 

The project specifies that, when completed, the corpus should 

contain about 500 million words of written texts and 300 hours of 

speech records, as running data, therefore perfectly compatible 

with the querying interface. Collecting a huge corpus of annotated 

texts and voices is an enterprise that involves actions for: clearing 

the IPR issues, conversion the formats, filling in metadata, and 

cleaning the texts from all typographic ballast. When we have 

engaged in this project, we knew that, for a while at least, the 

essence of our work will departure from theoretical aspects to 

much more practical, low level ones, sometimes very tedious. 

Starting the activity at the project we realised immediately that the 

extremely many manual interventions impose a rhythm that is as 

slow as to make the task of achieving the promised quantity of 

data in the promised period of time impossible to achieve. The 

only solution seamed to be to invent a technology that speeds up 

the processing by minimising human intervention. We presented 

here our experience in this direction, insisting neither on the 

algorithms not on the implementation details. Rather, the 

presentation followed a bird‟s eye view, showing the overall 

enterprise of building a large corpus. Moreover, this paper is 

addressed also to researchers interested to build other corpora, 

even working on other languages than Romanian, to whom our 

platform and the experience we‟ve got till now can be extremely 

useful. 

It is clear that representative corpora and specific corpora are now 

compulsory tools for the study of languages and their varieties. 

Ideally, once the objective the corpus is intended to fulfil is 

defined, their construction would have to be completely 

disconnected from human intervention. It is still a long way till 

accomplishing this goal, but in the immediate future we intend to 

continue the efforts to automatize the whole processing chain until 

very few operations will still have to receive the tag “manual” 

(see [7] for a vision along this line).  

Not described here are also the phases that follow the initial 

cleaning of data, during which the texts are tagged automatically 

at different linguistic levels: sentence boundaries, tokens (i.e. 

words or compounds), their part-of-speeches and lemmas [22; 20], 

sub-syntactic chunks (such as noun and verb phrases [21; 11]), 

syntactic relations at the sentence level [18], anaphoric [5; 1] and 

other semantic relations [4; 8], discourse relations [1], etc. As 

indicated by the citations, all these levels are supported by our 

own annotation tools. Moving up on a difficulty scale, the 

complexity of these tools is also higher and higher. As such, their 

accuracy goes down correspondingly. In general, any markings 

added to the raw text, even those operated manually by experts, 

are prone to include errors. This imposes a particular design trait 

of the platform that accommodates a corpus, which should allow 

successive upgradings being made at any of the existing levels. A 

way to do this is to organise the annotation conventions (schemas) 

as a hierarchical graph [6] that allows for a coherent upgrading 

that starts at any level of annotation and proceeds down to the last 

most sophisticated one [9; 10]. 
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